Evaluation of knowledge about ionizing radiation in imaging methods in a non-medical population
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ABSTRACT: Objectives: To describe the knowledge of ionizing radiation exposure in a non-medical population and evaluate the relationship between the understanding of these concepts and the subsequent risks. Materials and Methods: The survey consisted in eleven questions, and assessed knowledge about which tests use ionizing radiation, radiation exposure from medical imaging, and subsequent radiation-induced malignancies. Sociodemographic data were also collected. Results: 88 responses were obtained. 84% of patients had completed higher education and 98% had already undergone some type of imaging exam in their lifetime. About which methods they think use ionizing radiation: 73% responded MRI and 21% ultrasonography. When chest X-ray was compared with CT, only 11% indicated that CT had 100 times the amount of radiation and the majority (23%) responded that it had a little less. Regarding MRI, when asked the amount of radiation that an MRI of abdomen has compared to a CT of abdomen, most participants (28%) responded the same amount. About the knowledge of radiation induction of malignancy, 36% expressed disagreement, without certainty, with the true statement “person who undergoes 3-5 CTs has a higher risk of developing cancer throughout life” and 20% totally disagreed. Conclusion: Study participants did not demonstrate an understanding of which tests use ionizing radiation, the radiation dose, and the risk associated with CT imaging. The fact of having completed higher education has not been shown to improve understanding of radiation concepts.
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RESUMO: Objetivos: Descrever o conhecimento sobre exposição à radiação ionizante de uma população não-médica e avaliar as relações entre a compreensão sobre esses conceitos e os riscos subsequentes. Material e Métodos: A pesquisa se constituí em onze perguntas, e avaliou a compreensão sobre esses conceitos e os relacionados a radiação. Resultados: 88 respondentes foram obtidos. 84% dos pacientes tinham concluído o ensino superior e 98% já foram submetidos a algum tipo de exame de imagem em sua vida. Sobre quais métodos pensavam que usavam radiação ionizante: 73% responderam a MRI e 21% ultrassonografia. Quando comparação com o CXR, apenas 11% indicaram que o CT tinha 100 vezes a radiação e a maioria (23%) responderam que tinha um pouco menos. Com relação à MRI, quando perguntado sobre a quantidade de radiação que um MRI de abdômen tem em comparação com um CT de abdômen, a maioria dos participantes (28%) responderam a mesma quantidade. Sobre o conhecimento da radiação induzida à malignidade, 36% expressaram desacordo, sem ceticismo, com a verdadeira afirmação “pessoa que fizer 3-5 CTs tem um risco maior de desenvolver câncer ao longo da vida” e 20% totalmente discordaram. Conclusão: Os participantes do estudo não demonstraram conhecimento sobre quais testes usam radiação ionizante, a dose de radiação e o risco associado ao CT. O fato de ter concluído o ensino superior não foi mostrado para ter melhor compreensão sobre conceitos de radiação.
induced by radiation. Dados sociodemográficos também foram coletados. *Resultados:* 88 respostas foram obtidas. 84% dos pacientes possuíam curso superior completo e 98% já havia realizado algum tipo de exame de imagem na vida. Sobre quais métodos acham que utilizam radiação ionizante: 73% responderam ressonância magnética e 21% ultrassonografia. Quando foi comparado a TC com radiografia de tórax, apenas 11% indicaram que a TC tem 100 vezes a quantidade de radiação e maioria (23%) responderam que tem pouco menos. Em relação à ressonância magnética, quando questionados a quantidade de radiação que uma RM de abdome tem em comparação com uma TC de abdome, a maioria dos participantes (28%) respondeu a mesma quantidade. Sobre o conhecimento da indução de malignidade por radiação, 36% expressaram discordância, sem certeza, com a afirmação verdadeira “pessoa que faz 3-5 TCs tem um risco maior de desenvolver câncer ao longo da vida” e 20% discordaram totalmente. *Conclusão:* Os participantes do estudo não demonstraram uma compreensão sobre quais exames utilizam radiação ionizante, a dose de radiação e o risco associado às imagens de TC. Além disso, eles não entendiam que a ressonância magnética e a ultrassonografia não os expõem à radiação ionizante. O fato de possuírem ensino superior completo não demonstrou melhorar a compreensão dos conceitos sobre radiação.

**Palavras-chave:** Tomografia computadorizada; Ressonância magnética; Radiação ionizante; Malignidade.

**INTRODUCTION**

The advent of computed tomography (CT) revolutionized diagnostic radiology, and since the 1970s, its use has increased dramatically. American data show that 80.6 million CT scans were performed in 2012, against 2 million in 1983. The volume of CT scans of the cervical spine, chest, abdomen and skull of adult patients increased by 463%, 226%, 72% and 51%, respectively, from 2000 to 2005. In children, it was observed that the use of CT doubled for children under 5 years and tripled for 5 to 14 years between 1996 and 2005, but there was a change in the trend after this period, remaining stable between 2006 and 2007 and then began to decline.

While CT helps make diagnoses faster and more accurate, clinicians are becoming increasingly aware of the associated radiation exposure. Such exposure poses the potential long-term risk of radiation-induced malignancies, particularly in children and young adults. Based on epidemiological data, the radiation exposure from an abdominopelvic CT, which is approximately 10 mSv, confers an estimated risk of 1:2,000 of developing cancer. Brenner and Hall estimated that approximately 2% of all cancer cases in 2007 in the United States were caused by medical imaging, while Berrington de González et al. suggest that this trend will continue, totaling 29,000 cancers per year.

In 2010, growing concerns about the risks of ionizing radiation from medical imaging led the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to call for an initiative to decrease the amount of radiation attributable to medical imaging. A key component of this initiative involves raising awareness of the risks that medical imaging poses. However, patients’ knowledge of the amount of radiation exposed to them in advanced medical imaging tests, as well as the downstream risks of such radiation exposure, have only begun to be characterized.

Recent studies suggest that patients underestimate the amount of radiation from CT compared to a chest radiography and do not understand the potential problem downstream of radiation-induced cancers. Despite this, patients substantially increase confidence in the diagnostic assessment if medical imaging, especially CT, is performed. Although critical, previous reports were limited in that, they did not assess whether patients understood the difference between sources of ionizing radiation, such as CT, and imaging tests that do not subject patients to such radiation, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasonography (US).

Our main objective was to characterize the knowledge of a non-medical population about the radiation exposure associated with CT and the risk of radiation-induced malignancies.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

This is a cross-sectional research study with adult patients older than 18 years, not hospitalized, lay people in the health field, who represented the general population. Patients unable to read in Portuguese, unable to answer the questionnaire and with altered mental status were excluded from the study.

A total of 150 electronic questionnaires were sent from December 2020 to February 2021, totaling 88 responses sent through an electronic application (Survey Monkey sent via WhatsApp). The survey consisted of eleven questions and assessed knowledge about which imaging tests use ionizing radiation, radiation exposure from medical imaging, and subsequent radiation-induced malignancies and was based on previously published research.

The first three questions were about sociodemographic data, such as age, sex and education level. The next two questions were whether the patient had already undergone an imaging exam and what the exam was, being possible to mark one or more answers. The last six survey questions confirmed the patients’ understanding of: 1) which methods use ionizing radiation (being possible to mark more than one answer); 2) the relative amount of radiation exposed from the CT of the abdomen compared to a single chest radiography (x-ray); 3) the relative amount...
of radiation exposed from MRI compared to CT; 4) the amount of radiation on an ultrasound compared to MR and 5) the possibility of radiation-induced malignancies on CT and MR.

A database was created using Microsoft Excel software, where the answers were entered and verified by the researcher.

RESULTS

Of the 150 questionnaires sent, 88 responses were obtained. Data are presented as percentages.

Characteristics of the study subjects

Regarding gender, 66% were female and 34% male. And finally, in relation to the level of education, 84% of respondents had completed higher education, 9% had completed high school and 7% had incomplete higher education, as shown in Figure 1.

![What is your education level?](image)

**Figure 1.** Participants’ education level

Main results

When asked if they had already undergone an imaging test, 98% answered yes and only 2% said no, which confirms the degree of confidence that the population has in imaging tests for the correct diagnosis and the importance of knowing what type of radiation is used and poses a risk of malignancy. About which imaging exam they had already performed, (it being possible to mark more than one answer), as shown in figure 2, 84% answered x-ray, 84% ultrasonography, 63% magnetic resonance, 41% computed tomography and 30% mammography.

![What imaging exam did you perform? (You can mark one or more answers)](image)

**Figure 2.** Which imaging exam was performed.

Figure 3 shows that participants showed a misunderstanding about which methods they think use ionizing radiation: 73% responded to MRI and 21% to ultrasound, and such methods are free of ionizing radiation. The other answers were: 52% plain radiography, 50% computed tomography and 27% mammography.
Participants also had a limited understanding of the relative amount of ionizing radiation from CT of the abdomen compared to a plain chest x-ray, as shown in Figure 4: only 11% correctly indicated that CT has 100 times the amount of radiation. Mistakenly, 21% responded much less (virtually no radiation), 23% indicated slightly less, and 20% the same amount of radiation.

Regarding MRI, when asked the amount of radiation that an MRI of the abdomen has compared to a CT of the abdomen, again wrongly, most participants (28%) answered the same amount, as shown in Figure 5. The other responses were 23% much less (virtually no radiation), 23% a little more (10 times more), 14% a lot more (100 times more), and 9% a little less.
Also on this topic, it was asked how much radiation an abdominal ultrasound has compared to an abdominal MRI, as shown in Figure 6: 32% answered the same amount, 23% much less (virtually no radiation), 20% correctly answered that none of the methods uses ionizing radiation, 11% a little less, 9% a little more (10 times more) and 3% a lot more (100 times more).

Figure 6. Comparison of the amount of ionizing radiation between ultrasound and MR

Such answers demonstrate that the population that is performing the exams does not have correct knowledge about which exams use or not ionizing radiation. About the knowledge of radiation induction of malignancy, 36% expressed disagreement, without certainty, with the true statement “person who undergoes 3-5 CTs has a higher risk of developing cancer throughout life” and 20% totally disagreed. The other answers were: 15% have no idea, 15% think so, but are not sure and the minority, only 11% correctly answered yes. The same question was asked in relation to MRI as follows: “do you think that a person who has had 3-5 MRIs has a higher risk of developing cancer throughout life?”, 34% answered that they think not, but not sure and 25% correctly answered no. The other answers were: 16% have no idea, 16% think yes, but are not sure and 9% yes.

DISCUSSION

As previously reported, we found that the lay population in the health field, even the majority having completed higher education, did not understand which methods use or not ionizing radiation, the amount of radiation associated with CT and also did not understand that this radiation exposure placed them at an increased risk of developing cancer throughout life. Practically everyone in this population has already undergone some type of examination during their lifetime and did not have the knowledge that MRI and ultrasound do not use ionizing radiation.

Additional support for the liberal use of CT has come about as it has been shown to increase the certainty of the emergency physician’s diagnosis, decrease the need for emergency surgery from 13% to 5%, and prevent up to 24% of hospital admissions\(^9\). Outside the hospital environment, the same scenario is observed: increased requests for imaging tests to help diagnoses and increased patient confidence in images as auxiliary methods. Despite these benefits, however, there is growing concern that CT are being overused, and it is estimated that 1.5% to 2.0% of all cancers in the United States can now be attributed to radiation from CT scans\(^9\).

The same scenario is observed in pediatric patients: the use of ionizing radiation for diagnosis has become a common practice and its benefits are unquestionable. However, even if the use of such radiation in medical practice is justified, due to the benefit they will bring to the patient, the rules and techniques of radiological protection should not be forgotten. This means that all patients must receive the utmost attention, in order to minimize the possibility of biological effects, acute or late, resulting from exposure to radiation\(^10\).

CT uses a higher radiation dose than conventional radiology. CT scanners with multiple rows of detectors, which allow increasingly thinner sections and multiple contrasted phases, further increase the radiation dose. The indiscriminate use of this diagnostic method has made a very important contribution to increasing the radiation dose given to patients at each exam. The radiologist should remind the requesting physician about the risks arising from radiation and suggest other imaging methods that can make the diagnosis, such as ultrasound and MRI. Studies on the risk of developing cancer from the effects of radiation come from data from survivors of nuclear attacks. Patients submitted to mean radiation doses of 40 mSv, which corresponds to a four-phase abdominal tomography, present an increased risk of developing different types of neoplasms. Children are especially susceptible to radiation,
due to the greater radiosensitivity and/or the greater number of years to be lived\(^1\). Since the 1980s, studies of workers in the nuclear industry have been conducted to provide direct information about these effects. The INWORKS epidemiological study of mortality among workers in the nuclear industry is an example and produced statistical information that allowed a relatively accurate estimate of the risk of cancer mortality in a population that tended to accumulate exposures at low dose rates (mean 25mSv) when over an extended period of time, with an average duration of employment of 15 years. These findings represent a substantial addition to the scientific basis for understanding the cancer risks of prolonged exposure to low dose rate ionizing radiation\(^12\).

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) collected worldwide data in 2019 on cumulative radiation doses to assess the magnitude of patients above a defined level (>100mSv), and noted that the number of patients at this dose is much higher than previously known or anticipated and provided strong evidence of an increased risk of cancer mortality\(^13\).

In Brazil, the National Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN) establishes three basic principles of radioprotection: justification, optimization and limitation of individual doses. The principle of justification states that any activity involving radiation must be justified in relation to other alternatives and produce a net positive benefit to society. The optimization principle states that all exposures should be kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). The last principle imposes that the individual doses of workers and individuals of the public must not exceed the annual dose limits established by CNEN\(^14\).

As emphasized by the American College of Radiology, informed consent is a communication process that involves shared decision-making between a physician and a patient. While patients can show confidence in their physicians to do what is best for them, patients must be encouraged to take a more active role in their healthcare to improve quality, efficiency and healthcare outcomes. The patients’ lack of knowledge about medical and imaging procedures, found in this study and many others, suggests that patients are not sufficiently involved in their own health care\(^15\).

Given growing concerns about unnecessary radiation exposure from medical imaging, our results suggest that efforts to reduce unnecessary medical imaging will need to not only address the practices of healthcare professionals, but also include patient education and awareness.

In summary, providers should be aware that their patients do not have the knowledge base to properly weigh the potential harms against the potential benefits when considering the possibility of undergoing medical imaging, especially CT. This points to the need for better patient education so that they can make more informed decisions about their health care. Future directions in this field may focus on what minimal level of information would be sufficient for patients to really engage in shared decision-making regarding the choice of imaging test. As the science of medical imaging advances, particularly in the field of ultrasound and the use of MRI, this will be an even more critical part of meeting the patient. Clinical decision support will be of particular value when more information and diagnostic options are available.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Study participants did not demonstrate an understanding of which tests use ionizing radiation, the radiation dose, and the risk associated with CT imaging. Furthermore, they did not understand that MRI and ultrasound do not expose them to ionizing radiation and therefore do not increase their lifetime risk of developing cancer. The fact that they have completed higher education has not been shown to improve their understanding of radiation concepts. Future directions in this line of research may focus on effective means of shared decision-making regarding the use of medical imaging in diagnostic investigation and the conduct of campaigns by health authorities to disseminate knowledge about the risks of malignancy from exposure to ionizing radiation.

**Appendix I. Radiation Knowledge**

1. How old are you (in years)?
2. Gender FEMALE MALE
3. What is your education level?
   a. Elementary incomplete
   b. Complete Elementary
   c. Incomplete high school
   d. Full medium
   e. Incomplete higher
   f. Graduated.
4. Have you ever performed an imaging exam? YES NO
   (If you answer no, skip to question 6)
5. What imaging exam did you perform? (You can mark one or more answers)
   a. Simple radiography (X-Ray)
   b. Ultrasound
   c. Computed tomography
   d. Magnetic resonance
   e. Mammography
   f. Others
6. Which of these methods do you think use ionizing radiation?
   (You can mark one or more answers)
   a. Simple radiography (X-Ray)
   b. Ultrasound
   c. Computed tomography
   d. Magnetic resonance
   e. Mammography
   f. None
7. How much radiation does a COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY of the abdomen have compared to a PLAIN RADIOGRAPHY of the chest?
   a. Neither method uses ionizing radiation.
   b. Much less (virtually no radiation)
   c. A little less (10 times less)
   d. Same amount
   e. Little more (10 times more)
   f. Much more (100 times more)

8. How much radiation does an abdomen MAGNETIC RESONANCE have compared to a COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY of the abdomen?
   a. Neither method uses ionizing radiation.
   b. Much less (virtually no radiation)
   c. A little less (10 times less)
   d. Pretty much the same
   e. Little more (10 times more)
   f. Much more (100 times more)

9. How much radiation does an ULTRASOUND from the abdomen have compared to a MAGNETIC RESONANCE from the abdomen?
   a. Neither method uses ionizing radiation.
   b. Much less (virtually no radiation)
   c. A little less (10 times less)
   d. Pretty much the same
   e. Little more (10 times more)
   f. Much more (100 times more)

10. Do you think that a person who has had 3 to 5 COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHIES has a higher lifetime risk of developing cancer?
    a. Not
    b. I don’t think so, but I’m not sure
    c. I have no idea
    d. I think so, but I’m not sure
    e. Yes

11. Do you think that a person who has had 3 to 5 MAGNETIC RESONANCES has a higher lifetime risk of developing cancer?
    a. Not
    b. I don’t think so, but I’m not sure
    c. I have no idea
    d. I think so, but I’m not sure
    e. Yes
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